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LEGACIES TO THE LEEDS ART COLLECTIONS FUND
The LACF depends forits
income entirely on members and supporters. Please consider leaving the LAc F a legacy
in your will: it is a charitable organization and all legacies to it are exempt from Capital
Transfer Tax and aggregation without limit. Bequests can take the form of a lump sum
or the residue or a fraction of your estate. Some members might prefer to consider
leaving works of fine or decorative art but if you contemplate doing this it would be
helpful if you could please seek the advice of the Secretary who can let you know if any
item will fit into the permanent collection of the Leeds City Art Galleries. The following
would be a suitable form of words to send to your solicitor for inclusion in your will:
'l bequeath to the Leeds Art Collections Fund of Temple Newsam House, Leeds,
a legacy

of ........................
free of all

taxes'he

Hon Solicitor of the LAc F is always very happy to advise potential benefactors.

artsinGreatBritain, a
E i Eens AB'i coccec rrous Ftrrrrr isoneoftheoldestsupportingbodies
for thevisual
source of regular funds for buymg works of art for the Leeds collections. Why not identify yourself with the Art
Gallery, Temple Newsam House and Lotherton Hall, receive your Arts Calendar free, receive invitations to all
functions, private views and organized visits to places of interest. Membership is open to everyone on payment of a
mimmum annual subscripuon of E r o. There is also a concessionary joint membership for Ei I and life membership
for E i oo per person or E i Io jomi. Corporate membership for organizations is z If you would hke to join simply
complete the form and send it with your remittance ro the Hon. Secretary, Leeds Art Collections Fund, Temple
Newsam House, Leeds cs r I oAE. Telephone 6Ays xi.
Err
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President Lord Martin Fitzalan Howard; Vrce President The Rt Hon the Earl of Harewood t ED; Trustees Mrs S.
Gilchrist, W. T. Ohver; Committee W. A. B. Brown (Chairman), E. M. Arnold (Vice-Chairman), Dr H. R. Alpin,
Mrs J. H. Epstone, Mrs S. Mason, Mrs M. Morris, Councillor Mrs E. A. Nash, J. E. Richardson, Mrs B. Roberts;
Jomr Hon Treasurers E. M. Arnold,J. S. Fax; Hon Secretary C. G. Gilbert; Hon Membership Secretary Dr R. B.
Welch; Hon Legal Adviser T. A. Last; Events Committee Chairman Dr J. R. Sherwin.
i Eisuuz sERvrcEs coMMirrEE
The Lord Mayor; Chairman Councillor Mrs E. A. Nash; Deputy
Chairman Councillor M.J. Bedford; Couniullor B. P. Atha, Counallor Miss A. D. Atkinson, Councillor T. Briggs,
Councillor J. L. Carter, Councillor Mrs I. Favell, Councillor F. Flatters, Councillor J. G. B. Frank)and, Councillor
Mrs S. M. Gill, Councillor W. Hudson, Councillor G. P. Kirkland, Councillor J. Kitchen MBE, Councillor
D. Lambert, Councillor C. Myers, Counmllor G. Platt.

Drrector of Art Gallenes Chnsiopher Gilbert MA FMA; Principal Keeper Anthony Wells-Cole MA AMA;
F
I'rinci pal Keeper (Art Gallery and Henry Moore Centre for the Study of Sculpture) Terry F. Friedman BA r rtrn
Keeper (Art Gallery) Alexander Robertson MA AMA; Keeper (Lotherton Hall) Sarah C. Nrchols MA; Keeper
(Temple Neivsam) James Lomax MA AMA; Keeper (Conservation) post vacant; Keeper (Educatron) post vacant;
Senior Assistant Keeper(fiducation) JudirhNesbittMA;SenrorAssistantKeeper(Art
Gallery) CorinneE. Miller BA;
Senior Assistant Keeper (Exhibitions) Nigel Walsh BA; Research Assistant (Henry Moore Centre for the Study of
Sculpture) Adam White BA MA; Curatonal Assistant Barbara Thompson; Paintings Conservator Michael
Sheppard; Technical Supervisor John Berry BA; Metalwork Conservator Phoebe Clements trA(Etrrn) oie corrs
(oesl ver A); Textile Conservators posts vacant; Technrca) Assistant David Hudson; Administrator Jean Enghsh;
Secretary post vacant; Clerical Assistants Sheela Flora, Andrew Taylor, Jacquehne Wade; Manager, Craft Centre
and Design Gallery Mercia Southon.
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Startmg with the firs issue published in r 9ay, the entire Leeds Arts Calendar is now available on
microfilm. Wnte for information or send orders direct to Xerox University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan
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Detail of engraved milk jug from Tea Service
by Edward Barnard and Sons, I 8yy.
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EDITORIAL
In the last Calendar tribute was paid to George
Black on his retirement after sixteen years of
achievement as Chairman of the LA c F,? 970—
86. It
therefore came as a shock to his many friends and
admirers to hear of his death in September while on
holiday abroad. George will be long remembered
as a splendid supporter of the arts in Leeds and a
good companion. Although not enjoying the best
of health he was fortunately able to attend the
opening of our recent acclaimed Epstein exhibition
to which he had lent a magnificent bronze bust of
himself commissioned from the sculptor in t9qz.
This show was certainly the most expensive and
perhaps the best ever organized at Leeds Art
Gallery; it went on to the Whitechapel in London
and the sumptuous catalogue which is already a
standard work of reference sold out. Our thanks
are due to Dr Terry Friedman who masterminded
the exhibition and the Henry Moore Foundation
who not only largely funded this ambitious project
but enabled us to purchase several key works

afterwards.
Everyone knows that local authorities are having
a difficult time in the present economic climate
although Leeds has been very supportive towards
its three art museums. This means that it is now
more important than ever to attract external funding for special events or projects. Sponsors are on
the whole more interested in promoting sport,
music or drama than the visual arts but we have
recently been successful in securing sponsorship for
a number of exhibitions and publications. The vital
contribution of The Henry Moore Foundation to
our programme of sculpture shows and individual
acquisitions has often been mentioned; however,
a Leeds firm of accountants, Ernst IIc Whinney,
also helped to finance an imaginative exhibition
'Revelation for the Hands: Sculpture for the
Disabled'onsisting of works which visitors were
encouraged to touch
it proved particularly
popular with blind groups and a catalogue
was issued in Braille. Several of the sculptures
were subsequently purchased by local firms. Then,
earlier this year, Howson Algraphy sponsored a
leaflet 'Art Galleries Are Fun'hich went to every

—

household in the Leeds area. It incorporated an
observation quiz, the first prize donated by Wallace
Arnolds being a weekend for two in Edinburgh.
Our best thanks are due to these businesses for
helping to keep our visitor numbers buoyant.
One of our most memorable recent purchases,
following a big fund-raising crusade in the winter
of t984 —8g, was the Farnley Hall book of Turner
birds. We often during the campaign envisaged
producing a high quality full colour publication
illustrating the birds and so it is exciting to report
that Hepworth 5c Chadwick, the well-known
solicitors, have offered Z7,goo towards this
scheme. The money is being routed through the
LAcF and we hope to obtain a matching grant from
ABsA (Association of Business Sponsorship of the
Arts). Phaidon's will be printing the volume which
will include other watercolours
by Turner, an
introduction by David Hill and ornithological
notes. The book will be launched to coincide with a
special exhibition at the Art Gallery next spring.
The show will then move to the new Clore Wing at
the Tate, being the first exhibition of material not
drawn from their own collections to be held in the
new Turner Gallery. We are infinitely grateful to
Hepworth R Chadwick for their wonderfully
inspired initiative which, as a bonus, will over the
years generate income to the LAcF coffers.
Another item of unbelievably good news is that
Barclays Bank have agreed to sponsor our Centenary Exhibition 'A Hundred Years of Art in
year to the tune of Ego,ooo. This show will
feature one major work to represent each year of
the Gallery's existence and will be accompanied by
a lavish catalogue. Opening next autumn it will
provide the culmination of a year long programme
of celebration.
Finally it is pleasant to announce that Yorkshire
Rider in return for some curatorial expertise are
going to paint a whole bus advertising the Gallery
which will be on the road throughout our Centenary year and are also sponsoring a Young
Persons Guide to the Gallery illustrating the work
of children inspired by visits to our art workshops.
Britain'ext

NEWLY ACQUIRED FURNITURE
CHRISTOPHER GILBERT

among
There is now a mature understanding
senior museum curators that it is irresponsible to
over-collect. If one simply accumulates objects in
an aggressively acquisitive way it only means that
more space will be required to house them, extra
staff will be needed to look after them and additional money found for conservation. It is accordingly imperative to consider most carefully before
making purchases or accepting gifts. The following
account of how the holding of furniture at Temple
Newsam has been extended over the past twelve
months illustrates our present collecting policy.
We are very keen to enrich the house with objects
which make a genuine contribution to our overall
furnishing schemes and help to recreate historically
authentic interiors. For instance, hearth furniture is
a branch of the collection which has been neglected
for decades, so we have recently made a special
effort to buy stove grates, fenders, bellows, coal
boxes and fire-irons. Not just any respectable
examples which happen to be on the market but
items with a good country house provenance—
hence we bid briskly at the Newby Hall sale in
>98'nd last year secured, also at auction, two
excellent pairs of coal boxes made for Harewood
House during Regency and early-Victorian days.
The field of country house lighting is another
aspect of room schemes at Temple Newsam which
badly needs strengthening. Lotherton Hall is better
off because a private generator was installed there
in t9og and an impressive array of original electric
light fittings remains in situ. Once the gaps have
been made good at Temple Newsam it should be
possible to get rid of the ugly r9gos wall-mounted
troughs and obtrusive spot lights. A small step in
the right direction was taken at the Callaly Castle
sale in September r986 when we obtained, for
Kg,yzo, a splendidly florid gilt brass hanging colza
lamp, corona and chain of about t8z,g —go (Plate
t). There are virtually identical lamps at Farnley
Hall and Nostell Priory, the latter may be associated with payments to Litchfield 5c Co. in t8zy.
The design relates interestingly to some drawings
by Papworth at the V 5c A. This fine lamp clearly

represents a popular pattern and it can only be a
matter of time before the maker is positively
identified. What makes this specimen so desirable
is that the original vase-shaped oil reservoir is
intact; the lamp was converted to burn kerosene
(paraffin) about t88o when new reservoirs below
the wicks were inserted and then, in t8yz,, when a
steam generator was built at Callaly, the lamp was
wired for electricity. The flambeau shades date
from the t9yos. Thus the whole story of country
house lighting over the past r 6o years is expressed
in this lamp which now illuminates the Terrace
Room on the south wing.
Temple Newsam is well provided with clocks,
although many have cheap movements in rough
country cases. We were perhaps too ready in the
past to provide a home for well-loved grandfather
clocks many of which are frankly not of museum
quality. They rightly remain, however, as witness
to a phase of collecting and are of value as
documents of provincial taste. In stark contrast the
house contained no barometer until this summer
when Mrs Olive Bedford who over the years
has been an uncommonly generous benefactor,
donated a handsome stick barometer made by
John Pochaine, recorded in Newcastle-upon-Tyne
Trade Directories between t8ot and t8rt. This
instrument now hangs in a passage leading off the
Great Hall and its presence is subtly felt throughout the house (Plate z). Certain features of the
silvered plate possess a Scottish character such as
engraved rosettes around the screw heads, the leafy
spray and twin arched heads.
Over the past two years we have been carefully
restoring the Chinese Drawing Room to its former
splendour. Unhappily, several key decorative features dating from the original t8z8 scheme were,
in tyg8, condemned as 'offensive Victorian accretions'nd destroyed. The most important fitted
furniture to go comprised a large and flamboyant
rather French looking
Rococo Revival chimney glass and a richly styled window cornice. We
have naturally been on the lookout for suitable
replacements. At first a spectacular French Regence

—

—

Hanging colza lamp, gilt brass, c. t Szy-3o; from Callaly
Castle, Northumberland

z Detail of stick barometer
of Mrs Olive Bedford

by John Pochaine,

c. t goy; gift

style overmantel mirror at Partridge (Fine Art) Ltd
seemed an attractive proposition and we were on
the point of having it on approval but in February
an even more appropriate chimney glass from
Melton Constable Hall, Norfolk, surfaced at
Christie's (Plate g). It was the right size, at 9 ft x
5ft, and displayed the same Regency Rococo
repertoire of carved ornament as the missing
frame. The condition was, to be sure, rather
distressed, but its illustrious provenance and decorative personality convinced us that this was
an opportunity to be seized. John Partridge generously agreed to bid without commission at the sale
and arranged for his own restorer to make good the
damage at cost. Its installation has proved a
triumph.

/'t
A few weeks later we heard about a set of three
elaborately carved and gilt late-Regency cornice
poles, also from Melton Constable, which James
Brett of Norwich had for sale (Plate y). They turned
in
out to be exceedingly ornate and the right date
fact precisely what we have been hunting for. The
heavily reeded poles terminate in upward curling
oak leaf clusters and centre on a large, boldly
carved heraldic device in the form of the Hastings
'a plume of five white ostrich
family crest
feathers out of a ducal coronet'. We persuaded
Manchester Art Galleries to purchase the third pole
for Heaton Hall and there were four crest ornaments left over which the dealer kept. The cornices
are visible in old Country Life photographs of the
Red Drawing Room at Melton Constable and must

—

—
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Chimney glass, carved and gilt pine, c. t 8yo, formerly at Mel ton Constable Hall, Norfolk

y One

of a pair of cornice poles ornamented with the Hastings crest, c. r Syo, formerly at Melton Constable Hall, Norfolk

5 Chest with drawers, pine painted to simulate rosewood
and bird'-eye maple, late-Victorian, from a suburban villa
at Blythe Bridge, Stoke-on-Trent

6 Chest on stand, painted pine, c. t y9y

date from c.t8gS. Window curtains based on a
design in George Smith's The Cabinet-Maker and
Upholsterer's Guide, t 8z,6, are being fabricated by

house has been sold to Roger Gawn, the Norwich
architect who intends to restore the main block and
convert the wings. It was this change of ownership
which led to the chimney glass and cornice poles
coming onto the market.
The modern craze for stripped pine furniture has
sadly depleted the national stock of pieces which
retain their original painted surface, creating
a situation where undamaged articles with an
old finish are now regarded as museum objects.
Last summer we spotted in a Sotheby's sale of
English Naive and Primitive Art an interesting late
nineteenth-century
chest with drawers, having the
top, sides and front strikingly painted to simulate
bird'-eye maple panels with ebony strings on a

our textile volunteers.
The recent history of Melton Constable has not
been happy. It was sold to the Duke of Westminster
in t9y8 by the late Lord Hastings who removed a
good deal of the furniture to Seaton Deleval,
Northumberland,
sold some and left some in the
house. The Hall was occupied by the Hon. Arthur
and Mrs Baillie until t96y when it and the estate
were sold to Mr G. W. Harrold, a farmer. Since
then it has not been properly lived in, but recently,
under the threat of compulsory maintenance and
purchase orders from the County Council, the

7 Detad of York newspaper pasted under the lid of the chest on stand.

veneered rosewood ground (Plate 5). The drawers
have turned ebonized handles and die-stamped
oval brass key-hole plates. It was acquired by us for
an unheard of price a few years ago.
K9oo
Whilst examining the carcase, prior to drafting a
catalogue entry, a badly tom auctioneer's ticket
bearing a stencilled number came to light. Enough
of the lettering remained to show the tab belonged
to Louis Taylor of Hanley and Stoke-on-Trent;
enquiries subsequently revealed that this chest had
General Sale held in
been in an uncatalogued
November t 98'nd that the vendors were named
Radford (members of the Radford china family).
The chest had been removed from a house called
'The Cedars'n Blythe Bridge, an outer village of
the Potteries conurbation. The Cedars proved to be
a large red brick villa with a date tablet for t
the gable end. The Radfords had lived there since at
least r9tz. Thus it was established that this
colourful painted pine chest is likely to be of late
Victorian date and from a well-to-do urban household rather than possessing a history of ownership
in a farming community. It is always worth investigating every piece of furniture to the hilt.
A year later we noticed that Elaine Phillips of
Harrogate had in stock a most unusual grained
chest with drawer on stand (Plate 6). The design
was eccentric with corner posts extended in a
rudimentary
way to form legs, combined with
refinements such as raised fielded panels at each
end of the lower part (instead of plain boards) and
shaped spandrel brackets. However, what made

—
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the chest irresistible was part of a York newspaper
fof 1 795 pasted underneath the lid (Plate 7) which
indicated not only a date but a regional origin for
the piece. Virtually all common furniture of this
normally the
sort is irretrievably anonymous
best one can hope for is to illuminate provenance
and date. We now know it was bought by
Tomlinson Antiques of Wetherby at a sale held by
Thomas Watson, Auctioneers, of Darlington on z5
March r987, lot yo5 and so we hope soon to backtrack it and discover even more about its history,
possibly in the backstairs region of a country
who knows?
house, or a village dwelling
The fact that we have been eagerly seeking
suitable furnishings to equip recently refurbished
rooms at Temple Newsam and also looking out for
rare and interesting examples of common furniture
does not mean that Leeds has ceased to
important masterpieces. To
buy internationally
illustrate the point there is no need to look further
than a superb octagonal sconce designed by James
Gibbs c. r 7z,5 which we purchased in May this year
for Z5t,ooo (Plate 8). It is probably the earliest
recorded piece of English architect-designed
furniture in existence and certainly the only domestic item so far identified which corresponds to
one of James Gibbs'rawings (Plate 9). Curiously
this manuscript design was first published in an
article by Dr Terry Friedman in LAC, no. 7t
(t977). The sconce had passed through Sotheby's
on zo February r 987 unrecognized by everyone
except for Simon Redburn (a good friend of

—
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8 Sconce, gilt pine with cast brass candle-arms, c.rye.y.
Possibly the earliest recorded piece of English architect-designed

furniture

9 Drawmg for a sconce
Ashmolean

Temple Newsam) who now works for Fleming 5c
Meers, the Washington dealers. He secured it for
62,t,ooo and the firm most generously immediately
offered it to Leeds for 63t,ooo, agreeing at the
same time to donate Kx,ooo towards the cost. With
the aid of further grants from the Government, the
National Art-Collections Fund, an anonymous
member of the LAcF and Dr Friedman we succeeded in buying this art historically outstanding
piece of furniture.
It is in wonderful 'country house'ondition, the
cast detail of the Indian masks on the gilt brass
candle arms being particularly fine. It is known
to have been purchased by Miss Joan Wadge
from Vyse Millard Antiques, Amersham, at the
Grosvenor House Antiques Fair in I954 for'I35,

by James G>bbs

Museum, Oxford

but at present the only clue to its previous history is
the word 'Drawing Room'halked
across the
backboard. It is intriguing to speculate that it may
have been made by John Gumley the most successof lookingful cabinet-maker and manufacturer
glass plates in the London of his day. Gumley
Book of Architecture
subscribed to James Gibbs'
(ry2,8), and employed him to enlarge his residence
Gumley House, Isleworth which still stands today,
largely unaltered. I am always optimistic, when
researching furniture which was obviously commissioned for an important house and made by a
although not
leading craftsman, that, one day
the full story of authorship
perhaps in my time
and ancestry will be established.

—
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A PAIR

OF

CHAIRS:
LANCASTER OR LONDON?
GILLOWS'URRICLE

SARAH NICHOLS

In ry69 the Lancaster furniture firm of Gillows
a comopened a branch in London.'lthough
pletely independent partnership from a business
and accounting point of view, with its own records
and own clients, furniture historians have been
slow to recognize it in its own right, judging it
instead by comments concerning the Lancaster
branch. A German visitor to Lancaster in r8oy
described
Gillows furniture
as being 'good
and solid, though not of the first class of inventiveness',~ a point of view that can be upheld by
examining the rather conventional, standardized
furniture drawn in the Lancaster estimate sketch
books.'onsequently the London branch has been
tarred with the same brush. Slowly the London
branch is emerging from the shadows of Lancaster
and as more Gillows furniture is attributed to
London the misguided view of the London branch
as a lacky of Lancaster is being dispelled.
From the start the London branch was a fullynot simply an outlet for
fledged manufactory,
Lancaster-made furniture. In fact, throughout the
first fifty years or so of its existence the London
branch always seemed to operate at one notch,
at least, above Lancaster. For example, from
r 769 London offered upholstery services whereas
Lancaster did not have an upholsterer on the
staff until ry8g. Between r8rg and r8ry Lord
Grosvenor paid the London branch over fifteen
thousand pounds for furnishings for Eaton Hall in
Cheshire.4 In the same period Lancaster had no
commission of comparable value.
Distinguishing
between furniture made at the
two different locations is vital for fully understanding the role of the London branch and its relationship to Lancaster. As well as being important from
a furniture history point of view this information
has much broader implications for the social and
economic history of the period, throwing light on
patterns of consumption, clients'ttitudes to provincial craftsmen and the ability of the provinces to

compete with London. However, the starting point
for these more general observations is the furniture
itself, such as the Gillows Parlington furniture
which was given to Leeds City Art Galleries in
I 968 by Sir Alvary and Lady Gascoigne.s
Between October r8ro and December rgrg
Richard Oliver Gascoigne purchased over two
thousand nine hundred pounds worth of furniture
and furnishings from the Lancaster branch of the
firm of Gillows for Parlington Hall, the estate in
Aberford that he inherited in r 8ro on the death of
Sir Thomas Gascoigne. The business records of the
Lancaster branch include a great deal of information on this order. For example the estimate sketch
book contains drawings and the account and
packing books have detailed lists of the furniture
supplied. However, these records may not give a
full and accurate picture of Gillows'nvolvement
with the refurnishing of Parlington as they only
represent Gascoigne's dealings with the Lancaster
branch of the firm. They do not include any
transactions between Gascoigne and the London
branch. The key to discovering more about
Gascoigne's involvement with the London branch
is the pair of curricle chairs on view at Lotherton
Hall (Plate rol.
The curricle chairs, as with nearly all the Gillows
furniture from Parlington now in the Leeds collections, can be traced back to the r9og Parlington
Hall sale catalogue as a 'bought in'ot." This pair of
chairs is also clearly identifiable in the rgyg
Parlington inventory listed as being in the large
drawing room.7 However, unlike all the other
Gillows furniture from this large order in the Leeds
collections no reference to these curricle chairs
occurs in the Gillows estimate sketch, account or
packing books.
There are several possible explanations for this.
The first is that the curricle chairs were not made by
Gillows. They are so similar in design, however, to
two curricle chairs made by Gillows for T. W.

ro Curricle Chair, one of a pair made by Gillows
Parlington Hall

of London

in r 8 r 3 and purchased

by Richard Oliver Gascoigne

of

r r Page from Gillows Jobbing Book, i 8x g, showing the cost of labour and materials for the two curricle
chair cushions and 'thro over cases', samples of fabric and a rough sketch of a curricle chair

Courtesy Archives Department,

Westminster

City Libraries

!

i~taa

Detail from a large drawing by Gillows of London showing part of a reception room with a curricle chair m the corner.
The drawing is marked R. O. Gas...

Courtesy The Trustees of the Victoria and Albert Museum

Egerton of Tatton Park in z 8 t t that an attribution
to the firm seems reasonable." The only difference
between the two sets of chairs is in the decorative
detailing. The Tatton chairs have black inlays and
carved or painted paterae whereas the Parlington
chairs are much more ornate with carved paterae,
carved mouldings and inlaid brass panels.
If the Parlington curricle chairs are by Gillows,
which stylistically seems the case, then there are
two possible reasons why no information about
them appears in the Lancaster records. Firstly, not
all the records have survived and the packing and
account books are not complete after August t 8 z 3.
If the curricle chairs date from late in the order—
over six hundred and sixty pounds worth of goods

—

were sent in December z8z3"
then they might
easily not be listed in the extant records. Another
explanation is that the chairs were supplied by the
London branch of the firm.
The status of the curricle chairs would have
remained a matter of conjecture if a Gillows
jobbing book had not been acquired by Westminster City Libraries a number of years after the
initial purchase of the main Gillows archive. This
jobbing book clearly emanates from the upholstery
side of the business. The first half of the book
contains costing details for cushions and hassocks
ordered by clients and many of the entries include
swatches of the fabrics used to cover the cushions.
The second half of the book contains sketches of

I3

,

tiissm

r3 Detail from a large drawing by Gillows of Lancaster showing one wall and the central part of a reception room, same
drawing as Plate t a
Courtesy The Trustees of the Victoria and Albert Museum

lavish curtain arrangements. In the first section are
a number of entries for R. O. Gascoigne, including
one for two curricle chair cushions with chintz
covers and 'thro over cases'or protection (Plate

r t).'o Beneath the calculation of the cost of labour
and materials and samples of fabric for each
cushion is a rough sketch of the curricle chair,
dated g November (changed from September)
t 8 t g, and clearly indicating the inlaid brass panel,
the distinguishing decorative feature of the chairs.
Not only does this entry prove beyond any shadow
of doubt that the curricle chairs are by Gillows but
it also shows the original upholstery fabrics.
The date of the entry does not immediately clear
up whether the chairs originated in Lancaster or
London, as by this date the surviving Lancaster
records are not complete. The cushion jobbing
book itself, though, provides the answer. Unlike all
the other pre-t 8zo Gillows records in the archives
it seems to be a London branch record, judging
from the names of the clients listed therein. Most of

the names, for example Lord Munster, Lord Bolton
and Lord Talbot, do not occur in the Lancaster
ledgers which are a complete record of the clients
billed by the Lancaster branch. The partners in the
firm were extremely acute businessmen and meticulous record keepers, and the only explanation
for the names not appearing in the Lancaster ledger
is that they were clients of the London branch, so
the cushion jobbing book must be a London
record. A few names in this jobbing book, such as
Gascoigne's, do appear in the Lancaster ledger but
it was not unusual for northern-based
clients to
patronize both branches and so have separate
accounts with each. There seems little doubt that
the curricle chairs were made by the London
branch of the firm, especially as other evidence
supports this claim.
Gascoigne clearly had some dealings with the
London branch, as the following entry in the
Lancaster account book dated r4 August, t8r4
shows:

I

gran,
'.

t4 Detail of a large drawing by Gillows of
showing a berger and
London, dated t
a curricle chair flanking a fireplace. The
curricle chair is marked 'this chair not
approved
The Trustees of the Victoria and
of'ourtesy

Albert Museum

Sundries Dr to Gillows London
A pair of bedsteps charged in our account
to Mr. Gascoigne more than were sent
and which thy allowed Mr. G for."

According to this entry the Lancaster branch had
overcharged Gascoigne by nine pounds and to
compensate the London branch had reduced its
account with him by that amount and as the two
branches were separate accounting entities they
had to settle up between themselves, which is what
this entry does. In order for the London branch to

reduce its account Gascoigne had to be buying
from them in the first place.
Although none of the London business records,
apart from the cushion jobbing book, survive from
this period, the Prints and Drawings Department at
the Victoria and Albert Museum and the Lancaster
Museum own several hundred large detailed drawwhere the four walls
ings of room arrangements
have been flattened and the furniture
placed
against the walls or in the central space. These
exploded room views are marked Gillow 5c Co.,
ry6 Oxford Street, the address of the London

branch, which presumably

produced them. Some

of these sketches include the name of the client and

one at the Victoria and Albert Museum is marked
R. O. Gas..., which must refer to Richard Oliver
Gascoigne.'ncluded in one corner is a curricle
chair (Plate t z,).
These drawings were meant to give clients suggestions and ideas rather than being finished representations. Quite often they included different
designs of the same form of furniture to allow the
client some visual choice. For example, in the
Gascoigne sketch four different chairs are lined up
against the fireplace wall (Plate z 3). No room in the
t84g Parlington inventory taken at Gascoigne's
death has furniture exactly similar to the sketch
although the large drawing room does have a
number of the same forms. Much of the furniture in
this room may have come from the London branch
as it was made from rosewood like the curricle
chairs, and at least one pair of dwarf bookcases
was also
inlaid metal decoration is a clue to the
quality of the furniture produced in London.
the Lancaster branch was capable
Although
of producing furniture with inlaid brass panels it
did not do so frequently, according to the records;
yet the London branch was extremely adept at
such decoration, as the furniture made for Lord
Brownlow in t8zo illustrates.'4 The mainstay
of the Lancaster trade at this time seems to have
been furniture, particularly for the bedroom, in a
rather conventional 'house-style', as reflected in the
Parlington bedroom furniture, which did not allow
for any excesses in decoration. London, on the
other hand, was geared to producing more extravagant and lavish furniture appropriate for reception rooms.
There are many example of curricle chairs in the
exploded room views. They tend to be positioned
in pairs flanking the fire, although in the central
space rather than against the wall. In many cases
the client is given the choice between a bergere or
curricle chair. Both chairs have curved backs and
sides but the bergere is fully upholstered whereas
the curricle is caned, but would always have had a
cushion. The client did not necessarily choose the
curricle chair, as a sketch of t 8 t9 shows
(Plate z4).t5
According to the Lancaster records the location
of the curricle chair is much more flexible, appearing in bedrooms and dressing rooms, usually

singly, as well as in drawing rooms. The more
limited usage by the London branch is explained by
the fact that hardly any drawings of bedrooms are
included in the exploded room views. This may be
an accident of survival, but could also support the
premise that in general the London branch exerted
its energies on the elegant reception rooms leaving
the more mundane bedroom furniture to Lancaster, if the client agreed. The evidence of the
curricle chairs certainly points to this having
happened at Parlington.
Knowing the origin of one pair of chairs is not
going to solve all the questions that the
and London branches pose about the
scope and scale of each set-up, their relationship
with each other and with their clients and the
clients attitudes to provincial and/or metropolitan
craftsmen. But it does provide one more piece in the
complex jig-saw.
Gillows'ancaster

'inlaid'.'he
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RECENT ACQUISITIONS
OF VICTORIAN METALWORK
JAMES LOMAX

During the past twelve months the Art Galleries
have made a determined attempt to increase its
collection of Victorian metalwork. Unlike the
silver from the Regency and early neo-Classical
periods there have been no large benefactions or
gifts upon which to build a large representative
holding, and so the Victorian collection has grown
up slowly and through careful purchases. Until
very recently it was relatively easy to find significant pieces on the art market but these are
now becoming much scarcer and more expensive.
Hence the greater sense of urgency to collect in this
field.
The ruby glass flagon, mounted in gilt brass,
with a spectacular cast and chased pelican handle
and set with amethysts, is the first example of
Victorian Gothic revival metalwork bought for the
collection.'t was made by the Birmingham firm of
'Mediaeval Metal Workers'ohn Hardman and Co
and designed by A. W. N. Pugin's only pupil and
son-in-law John Hardman Powell, who was also
the firm's chief designer. This model seems to have
made its first appearance at the International
Exhibition of r 86z, in London where Hardman's
records show that it was for sale at f'r y r os. od.z It
was still in production in r
their Show
Room catalogue included it at Ezz ros. od. (or in
silver gilt at f'yo). As well as being a fascinating
object in its own right it represents the unsuccessful
attempt to popularize the Gothic style for domestic
metalwork. It may therefore be useful to consider
the status of Gothic in the mid nineteenth century.
The early part of the century had seen the
gradual victory of the art of the Middle Ages as
the pre-eminent style for ecclesiastical buildings.
For the secular world however there was no
such obvious answer: style had succeeded style in
popular estimation until the Great Exhibition of
r85r revealed a confused medley of design, commercialism and much tawdry workmanship.
In
contrast to this Pugin's Mediaeval Court at the
Exhibition stood out like a beacon for its taste and
confidence. The objects were almost all designed by

87'hen

Pugin himself and showed his personal understanding and authentic interpretation of the Gothic
style. It was no wonder that the younger generation
looked to this as the style for the future.
By the time of the International Exhibition in
r86z, the world of the avant garde had firmly
embraced Gothic. The Mediaeval Court was now
given over to the Ecclesiological Society who
deputed the 'art architect'illiam Burges with its
organization. Here 'all the principal and rising
architects were to be found'4 working in Gothic:
George Gilbert Scott, Norman Shaw, J. P. Seddon
as well as William Morris, Dante Gabriel Rossetti
and William Burges himself. Indeed the Clerical
Journal suggested that a truly national style or
'original school of Victorian Gothic'ad emerged.s
Despite this trend, the great majority of commercial gold and silversmiths
again exhibited
objects in a bewildering variety of styles. Although
many of the artistic journals commented on the
overall higher standards than in r ger, all the big
firms from Elkington's downwards showed pieces

Rococo, 'Renaissance', 'Greek', 'Arabesque'nd
'Moresque'tyles." Gothic was shown only by a
handful and principally by Hardman of Birmingham and Skidmore of Coventry. In Burges'ords
in

'As regards quantity, and indeed in some respects
as regards quality, the first place must be given to
Mr Hardman, although Mr Skidmore runs him
Mr Hardman presents us with a great
very hard
quantity of plate, some of which is good in form
and beautifully worked'.7 A page from the Art
Journal Catalogue (Plate t6) shows their ecclesiastical and secular pieces. Among the latter is a
clock, a lamp, 'columbine'ups and a coffee pot,"
as well as the Leeds flagon. The ecclesiastical pieces
include a pulpit and rood screen, a chalice, an
almsdish, a gas standard and another ruby glass
flagon (with a 'pelican in her piety's a finial to
indicate its sacramental usage).
Most of these objects were designed by the firm's
chief designer John Hardman Powell and are very
close in style to his master A. W. N. Pugin. In r 8g6

..'.

surfaces and elaborate engraving —many of which
features can be seen on this piece. He seems to have
had a particular interest in the decorative and
iconographic potential of the pelican and first used
this feature on a flagon in t8yy. Powell continued
tradition including the use of
his father-in-law's
this motif. Again, William Burges pointed out
Hardman's boldness: 'At present the silversmiths,
with the exception of Hardman, keep clear of the
figure, and the simple reason why Hardman is the
exception is that there is an artist, Mr John Powell,
at the head of the establishment'.'he finest praise
of all came from The Art Journal which enthused
about 'the beautiful examples of the "mediaeval"
Gothic metal work of our own day... [which] may
be pronounced fully equal to anything that the
metal workers of the middle ages have left as
the
examples of their extraordinary abilities
noblest of the mediaeval workers might be proud
to hold out to the Hardmans the right hand of
brotherhood, and to claim them as brethren in Art'.
Despite all the praise and encomium from the
avant garde the Gothic Revival was never to
become a popular style for domestic metalwork.
There were too few original sources to work from
and it was severely impractical for all but the most
prestigious purposes. The future of the
was to lie in a different direction.
For many visitors to the t86z exhibition the
great revelation was the display of Japanese art
now at last available in the West since Commodore
Perry's expedition of t8g3. Curiously enough it
was the devotees of the Gothic Revival who were
William Burges
among the loudest in their praise
recommended 'an hour or even a day or two spent
in the Japanese Department will by no means be
lost time'or the Japanese 'appear not only to
know all that the Middle Ages knew but in some
respects are beyond them as well'. In particular he
loved their use of asymmetry or their 'horror of

...

'reform'ovement

—

regularity'.'uring

t g Flagon, c. t 86 a, ruby glass and gilt brass. Made by John
Hardman and Co. to a design by J. H. Powell and first
shown at the t 86'nternational Exhibition in London

Pugin had published his Designs for Gold and
Silversmiths which showed his preference for the
virtuoso work of the fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries. Above all Pugin was devoted to the rich
contrasts of coloured glass, encrusted jewels,
enamelling, parcel gilding, matt and burnished

t8

the '6os and early 'yos
very much to the world of the avant garde
Aesthetic Movement. It was the period when
Whistler began decorating F. R. Leyland's house in
Princes Gate and E. W. Godwin was designing his
spindly furniture. By r8pg when Arthur Lasenby
Liberty opened his Oriental Bazaar in Regent Street
Japanese porcelain, prints, metalwork, and textiles
were being sought after by every follower of
fashion. European designers and manufacturers
followed the trend and the style became rapidly
commercialized. By the '8os it was to be found
'Japanism'elonged

t6

Illustration

from the Art Journal Catalogue of the t 86m exhibition showing some of Hardman's

everywhere and by the '9os it was no more than a
contributing factor in the burgeoning Art Nouveau
style.
The tea service made in t8py and recently
bought for the collection (Plate ty) is a charming
example of this short lived Anglo-Japanese style.
On the whole most English silversmiths at this
period had turned their back on anything innovative and were plagiarising the safe vocabulary of
historical styles. Certain firms however continued
to experiment, including Elkingtons of Birmingham and Barnard's of London, both of whom
applied Japanese ornament onto well established
European shapes, making for a strange macedoine
of cultures but nothing which would have worried
their clientele. Elkington's
tended to prefer
repousse ornament in relief, with enamelling and
inlaying base metal with the silver ground (or
imitating Kornai work, not strictly legal under
British assaying law).
On the other hand Barnard's, the makers of this
service, preferred engraved ornament on a pearl or
frosted ground.'he combination can be seen
beautifully here (cover) where all the interest is in

exhibits

the virtuoso treatment of the surface which gives
a marvellous sense of colour and texture to
the metal. The reserve panels show landscapes
and bamboo groves, geese flying among clouds,
canaries in flower gardens
the whole thing set
within a flowering bamboo grove with bands of
imitation silk or chintz. The shapes themselves give
no more than a nod towards the real Japan
the teapot ultimately
derives from
although
an Oriental wine bottle and the spoutless jug from
a vase-beaker. On the other hand the bamboo
handles and finial of a geisha girl holding a fan give
a light-hearted and vaguely Eastern profile. One
has to remember the ideal context for which it
was created: the Anglo-Japanese interior with its
spindly ebonized furniture, teacups and saucers
from Minton's 'bamboo and fan'attern, perhaps,
paintings by Whistler on a 'Peacock'allpaper by
Jeffrey's, and one's companion holding a fan and
dressed in a loosely fitting kimono from Liberty's.
Two rather more serious examples of Japanese
are represented by the
inspired 'reform'etalwork
cruet set and toast rack (Plates t 8 and r 9) designed
by Dr Christopher Dresser. Behind their austere

—

r9

xy Tea Service,

x gyp,

frosted and engraved silver in the Anglo-Japanese

taste. Made by Edward Barnard and Sons

xg Cruet Set, electroplate, designed by Christopher
in x 88 5 and made by Elkington and Co.

x9 Toast Rack, electroplate, designed by Christopher
Dresser in x88x and made by Hukin and Heath

Dresser
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and functional appearance lies a long tradition of
design theory reaching back to the earliest attempts
at improving British industrial design. Dresser was
taught at one of the special Government Schools
established after the r gag Parliamentary Enquiry,
and later became a lecturer in botany. He gained
a wide knowledge of European ornament, and
became a convert to Japanese art after a visit there
in tgy6. He was a great admirer of Pugin
and Owen Jones and was enormously concerned
with the marriage of form and function with the
natural capabilities of his media. His thoughts were
published in a number of books and in the designs
he and his studio produced for furniture, ceramics
and glass. In t 8 y S he began to work for Elkingtons
of Birmingham, for Hukin and Heath in t gag, and
for James Dixon R Sons in t 879. The drawing for
the electroplated cruet set made by Elkington's
(Plate r 8) is dated t88St4 and the toast rack (Plate
r9), also electroplated and by Hukin and Heath,
has a design registration mark for 9 May r 88'.
They both have a simplicity of outline and an
economy of materials which make them an extraordinary contrast to other contemporary silver.
Likewise their angularity gives them an indefinable
Oriental flavour and yet they are uniquely of their
own period and style. Some of Dresser's later
work for James Dixon and Sons of Sheffield,
especially his teapots and tureens, carried his
earlier theories to extremes. Here however we have
a perfect example of the long-awaited answer to
the Victorian dilemma of art and industry.
Extraordinarily
enough
many of Dresser's
designs were very successful commercially and
were produced in great numbers either in silver or
electroplate for department stores like Harrods or
the Army and Navy right up to the First World
War.'
seven bar toast rack in the Dresser style at
the latter shop cost f't tos. 6d. in silver or t ts. in
electroplate in r9oy, for instance. In many ways
Dresser's work is the very antithesis of the Arts and
Crafts style with its emphasis on the integrity of the
hand made object and the value of tradition over
design. Their clientele may have been the same
among the numerous and literate upper middle
class, but Dresser's pieces were for every day use
while Ashbee's (for example) were definitely for
special occasions.
In an entirely different category is the huge cast
iron 'canopy'ath (Plate zo) bought recently as
part of the policy of bringing more of a country
house atmosphere to Temple Newsam. Under Mrs
Meynell Ingram's regime a bathroom seems to

have been created in the small room between the
Picture Gallery and the North West Room which
has long been one of the principal bedrooms in the
house. This may have been part of her up-grading
of the general plumbing arrangements t8yS —8o,
although her attitude towards comfort and techMrs
nology was distinctly ambivalent.'ertainly
Britten of Colton, who was a Nanny with the
Halifaxes, remembers the room with fitted cupboards, a bath and basin, and also with convenient
access to the west staircase through a door in the
closet on the other side of the passage (now blocked

up).
This enormously

spacious shower was made by
the leading firm of Shanks of Barrhead, near
Glasgow, and retains much of its original stencilling in a distinctive late Victorian classical
better description of it can be found than in
Shanks'atalogue (undated, c. r 9oo):
style.'o

No t t4 A Shanks'atent Independent Bath, with castiron plunge bath with plate zinc spray canopy, best
quality metallic enamelled inside and decorated outside,
with nickel-plated
shower and tube, nickel-plated
'Eureka'ittings for hot and cold plunge, spray, and
shower, waste and overflow, with glass enamelled trap,
complete zT —t

f
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NOTES
t Excepting the Temple Newsam chapel plate, supplied to the
Hon. Mts Meynell Ingram in i 8y7 and comprising a chalice,
paten, two ctuets by Jes. Batkentin.
z Birmingham Reference Library, Hatdman archives 3 (t86z)
'Goods sent to the / International Exhibition / t 86z by John
Hatdman and
F)agons... A Ruby Glass Flagon with /
Metal Gilt Mounts. Pelican / handle foot with beaten leaves /
bands 5c leaves set with amythists / Cork Stopper with gilt

Co...

mounts... Xt4 —to —o (Woodyet)'.

Birmingham Museum and Att Gallery files: Hardman's
Show Room Catalogue (t873), p.6. By this date however
'The Bottles for which the prices are quoted are intended to
be of white glass. Ruby bottles will be charged from I/ —to
7/6 extra according to size'. My thanks to Glennys Wild.
4 W. Butges, 'The International Exhibition', The Gentleman'
Magazine tz (n.s.),June t86z, p. 663.
Cited by William Morris and the Middle Ages exhibition
Art Gallery, Manchester
catalogue, Whitwotth
i 984,
p. 13 I.
6 For broad modern discussions of the silver at the i86z
exhibition see Patricia Watdle, Victorian Silver and Silver
Plate (t963), pp. tt4 —
z4 and John Culme, Nineteenth
Century Silver (t9y7), pp. zo3 —
o6.
7 W. Butges, op. cit., p. 6p4.

of the Gothic coffee pot was shown in Birmingham Gold and Silver t773 —
1973 (1973), Birmingham
Museum and Art Gallery, together with the tea service en
8t.
suite (cz7), and again at Manchester (t 984), op. cit., 78—
9 An example of this ecclesiastical flagon was bought from the
exhibition by the South Kensington Museum (Birmingham
Reference Library, Hardman archives t7 (Sales Day Book
8 An example

t 86 t-63), p. 3 z 3).
to W. Burges, op. cit., p. 673.
st Quoted by William Morrts

t86t).

...op. cit., p. t4z (September

t z Quoted by Elizabeth Aslin, The Aesthetic Movement

p. 8t.

(t 969),

t3 The tea service was certainly a present since it is engraved
'wAc to wnc March 8th I 879 . Underneath are stamped the
pattern numbers (teapot 736, bowl 46o, jug 67o). Unfortu-

nately the relevant ledger from Barnard's archives at the
Victoria and Albert Museum, Metalwork Department, have
not survived, but other tea services are recorded at this time,
for instance 'Bamboo handle friezed and engraved
about f36. My thanks to Eric Turner.
t4 See Adrian Tilbrook 'Christopher Dresser: Designs for
Elkington 8c Co', Journal of the Decorative Arts Society, 9
(t983), plate 9b.
Japanese't

t 3 The toast rack appears to have been available also as a letter
rack with 'articulated'ivisions.
It was also produced
(maybe more satisfactorily) in a half size. See 'Truth, Beauty
and Design'xh>bition catalogue, Fischer Fine Art, t983,
no. 86, and Patricia Wardle Victorian Silver and Silver Plate
(t963), plate Sz.
t6 See John Culme Nineteenth Century Silver (t977), p. zog,
quoting reprints of the trade catalogues of these two

emporia: Victorian Shopping (Harrods t893 catalogue)
and Yesterday's Shoppmg (Army and Navy Stores t907

catalogue).
See C. Gilbert, 'Landscape History, Water and Country
Leeds Arts
House Technology at Temple Newsam',
Calendar, 9z (t98t) 3o—It.
tg I am most grateful to Mr I. R. Alexander, Chief Executive,
Armitage Shanks Ltd, for providing this information. From
various evidence it appears that this model came into
production in the very early t 89os and disappeared from
the catalogue in t9o7, suggesting that production ceased

t7

c.1905.

THE EDWARDIAN LIBRARY AT
TEMPLE NEWSAM
ANTHONY

WELLS-COLE

The restoration
of the extremely handsoine
Edwardian Library during the spring and early
summer of t 987 seems an appropriate time to turn
the spotlight for a moment on to this littleappreciated room. But first it is necessary to
understand why there was a need for a library there
at all in r 9tz, and to do this we have to return to
the period of ownership of Mrs Meynell-Ingram
in the nineteenth century. She inherited Temple
Newsam in t87r when her husband, Hugo Francis
Meynell Ingram died. He had only outlived his
father, Hugo Charles, by two years and had
scarcely been able to stamp his personality on the
house. His widow more than made up for this and
in t877 employed the architect G. F. Bodley to
transform into a chapel the magnificant Georgian
library [37]'t the eastern end of the great Picture
Gallery on the first floor of the north wing. This left
the house without a formal library although the
'small library, or the anti room'entioned in t Sog
[3g] was presumably still intact and the glazed
cases in Lady Hertford's Regency Chinese Drawing
Room [yt] were certainly used for books, as a
photograph of c.t9ro shows. In addition, during
the nineteenth century, bookcases were brought
into the Picture Gallery where, in an inventory of
r9z.z,, a hundred and twenty two books were
noted; and the manuscript inventory drawn up by
Mrs Meynell Ingram herself, which has recently
been discovered in the Borthwick Institute in York,
records a 'Bookroom'n t 88o. This was a room on
the ground floor of the west wing [y6] near her
dining room, and the only visual evidence of it, a
Yorkshire Post photograph taken in r 9g z,, shows it
fitted with Victorian bookshelves stretching from
floor to ceiling, a small section of which survives in
the house. It may well have been more of an office
than a library although it had been Miss Gordon's
study [y6] in r So8.3 In any event Edward Frederick
Lindley Wood, later grd Viscount Halifax, clearly
decided, a few years after his aunt Mrs Meynell
Ingram's death in r9oy, to turn the easternmost

room on the ground floor of the south wing into a
library. The work was apparently undertaken in

I9I2..

The changing appearance of the room he chose
to remodel can be reconstructed in the mind's eye
by drawing on evidence now slight, now compre-

hensive. Up until the very end of the eighteenth
century this part of the house had included the
Tudor (or more probably the Jacobean) kitchen
together with nine associated rooms spread over at
least two storeys; but the birth of five daughters, all
in the r76os, to the 9th Viscount and his wife,
together with the extreme inconvenience of the
very old-fashioned accommodation on the upper
floor of this wing, prompted a demand for modernization and designs were commissioned from
Lancelot 'Capability'rown,
John Carr and
Robert Adam.4 Nothing came of these and it was
left to a Leeds architect, William Johnson, to carry
out the alterations which included removing the
kitchen and associated offices from the ground
floor of the south wing, creating in their place a
sequence of reception rooms with a series of
bedrooms and dressing rooms above. This work,
apparently begun in r 79z, was complete enough to
be marked by a plaque on the south facade in I 796
but was evidently not finished even by t8o8: at that
date the room which later became Edward Wood's
library was occupied by 'z Lumber Rooms'ut it is
safe to assume that these were knocked into one
shortly afterwards for the Dining Room adjoining
had itself only just been
'new dining room'yt], between r8oS and
zSz,7, had a very fine pink ground French wallpaper printed with garlands of oak leaves in gold,
set off with a magnificent paper border." As this
paper all survives intact, another fragment of the
same oak garland paper, preserved in the house,
must come from a different room; on top of this
was a later decorative paper, printed on a crimson
ground with a floral pattern in green, yellow and
gold (Plate zI).7 These papers might represent
finished.'his

ar Wallpaper printed with flowers in green,
yellow and gold on a crimson ground, c.r gay.
Probably from the Red Drawing Room which was
turned into a Library in r pter.

successive schemes in the Terrace Room [y3] to the
west of the Great Hall, so that at either end of the
Hall would for thirty years have been a room hung
with the oak garland design. But the recent discovery in the Terrace Room of a green ground
paper with horizontal green stripes, overlaid by a
pink ground paper printed with a floral pattern in
grey and white, rules that possibility out. The more
likely candidate as the second room to be hung
with the oak garland paper is, therefore, the
predecessor of the Edwardian Library, producing a
situation where, from c.t8o8 to t8zy, two rooms
[39 and 4r] and their lobby [qo] were decorated in
this elegant manner.
In this case the crimson-ground wallpaper which
overlaid it was probably hung by Lady Hertford in
the campaign of t8zy referred to by Elizabeth Gott
in her diary on 3 May t8z8: 'drove past Temple
Newsam home which is a beautiful drive, they
are new furnishing R painting the house, the
gallery 5c lower rooms were done last year 8c are
very handsome and comfortable'. That this is the
correct explanation is made more likely by Mrs

Meynell Ingram's reference to the room, in her
inventory of r 88o, as the 'Red drawing room': the
crimson wallpaper would have made an admirable
background to the chairs covered with red damask
and with crimson satin.
In Regency times, therefore, this part of the
house would have presented a decorative appearance powerful with contrast and unity: from the
east end of the Great Hall one might have moved
to the Blue Drawing Room hung with Chinese
paper bordered by a Crimson and silver stripe, via
the lobby to the Red Drawing Room, hung with
its crimson-ground
paper; at the west end lay
the Terrace Room, either panelled out to frame
tapestries or hung with a pink-ground
floral
paper, and beyond it, the Breakfast Parlour whose
decorative scheme at that time has yet to be
discovered. What the furnishings
of the Red
Drawing Room were in Lady Hertford's day we
do not know but Mrs Meynell Ingram's manuscript inventory shows that by r88o the room
epitomized
Victorian ideals of comfort and
clutter

rg

Red drawing room
Chimney piece

Two large girandoles bronze 5c or molu with lilies (taken to
Clock.
Two small Dresden z, light candlesticks. Two va[ses?]
East window
Three large Dresden pieces Earth

—Air 5c Fire on stands

E".Sq"in r 88 r. Ec M I)

[Gallery]

Console opposite East Window

—

r Dresden Flask (?) ormolu with lights
z. large Dresden Vases with tops [Blue room] raised flowers 5c cupids
Two French Mounted Jars on stands. One Dresden bird with y light on or molu mounts.

Console next East bay
Two perforated Dresden Jars with tops 5c raised flowers [Blue drawing room LW]
Fellow Console
Two Jars perforated with raised birds Dresden

6 Red Damask Old Chippendale

6 Modern Chippendale
6 D —D

..

—[drawing

room]

Chairs with Claw 5c Ball feet

—mahogany

felt chairs with crimson satin oval backs 5c seats

Ebony do —with crimson satin seats orig.

z square crimson satin low chairs with gilt legs
8 Crimson damask Armchairs with gilt 5c Mahogany legs
One ebony 5c gilt settee with worked silk cushions oldOne modern J White marqueterie table with gallery

—One do. with

brass walnut do.
[moved into blue draws room. Ec M I. I 883]
Two black 5c gilt white tables old 5c tall
[blue drawing room]
One French China card basket (green) with ormolu mounts
French
Two
figures on gilt pedestals with Oriental plaques—
full
of
flowers
perforated
basket
gallery
One Dresden

One inlaid buhl table

—

—

Chimney Piece

Duchess of Orleans

—Lebrun

Pictures in Red Drawing Room

Lady Bennet

Duke of Albermarle
Nell Gwynn

Mrs Machell

Lord Irwin (Edward)
Lord Darnley
Lord Irwin

glimpse of this room, along the
enfilade of doors from the Great Hall, is afforded
by a photograph taken c. r9 to." Incidentally, there
is no evidence that under private ownership it was
ever used as a billiard room, as suggested in the
tqg6 edition of the Temple Newsam guide written
by Mr Pawson, and although the earliest surviving
photograph of the Edwardian Library (Plate zz,)
shows the room with a Jacobean-revival billiard
A tantalizing

table, this must have been made some time before
t88o for the Great Hall where composition ornament around the window openings matched the
frieze of the billiard table.
The room as we see it today was designed by a
Mr Freeman-Smith of the celebrated London firm
of decorators, Lenygon's. The only evidence for
this is the typescript note made by a former
Director, Philip (later Sir Philip) Hendy on r

—

October I q45, when he recorded what he had done
to the room
but not why he did it:
This room is just as I found it except that the West wall
has been repainted. This was done after the removal of a
pair of modern composition [actually carved pine]
brackets holding gas-lamps in imitation of old candlesticks. Above these were two long swags of William and
Mary type. They have been stripped and are stored
somewhere in the house. They were much made up, some
being carved in oak and some in pine. Freeman-Smith
told me that these were two of a set of four found in the
stables, and that Lord Halifax had given him the others.
He said he had taken casts of the two used here, but the
casts he showed me were somewhat similar but not the
same. Perhaps they were taken from the other pair which
he used elsewhere.
Freeman-Smith told me that he had designed the room.
In 194o or 1941, Mr Cotton of Lenygon's, who was here
supervising the hanging of the damask in the Gallery,
looked up the accounts in the London office, and gave me
the date of 1912.

This is invaluable information for most of Lenygon's records were destroyed in an air raid in
London during the Second World War and those
that survived, in the possession of a lady living
in New York, have themselves apparently disappeared in recent years.'"
The Edwardian library, as now restored (Plate
r3), is a handsome interior with a powerful,
architectural character deliberately recalling the
work of William Kent. Unlike the genuine earlyGeorgian Library at the end of the Picture Gallery
where the Corinthian order is actually expressed,
the later Library has no classical columns but is
nonetheless just as classical and is dominated by a
prominent entablature. The west wall breaks forward in the centre to form a large bookcase
matched on the opposite wall by a similar pair
either side of the window bay. A very substantial
veined white marble chimneypiece with hearth and
kerb en suite, surmounted by a carved, painted and
gilt overmantel, encloses what might be the steel
register grate from the earlier room, enlarged to
suit, and has a pair of carved swags above.
Another pair of swags, from which the brackets
with their light fittings appear to hang, occupies the
east wall. Carved and gilt doorcases, apparently of
eighteenth-century date, surround the existing late
Georgian doorcases and doors original to this part
of the house." All the walls except to the east are
articulated by sunk panels, those over the doors
containing pictures painted (and framed) in the
manner of the eighteen brought back by the 4th

Viscount Irwin from the studio of Marco Ricci in
Venice just over two hundred years earlier. The
superb floorboards may have been retained from
the previous room as may the shallow enrichedplaster friezes in the window bays. Under an offwhite ceiling the whole room was decorated in the
celebrated green with gold for which Lenygon's
were famous around that time.
All in all the Library is a very convincing
evocation of a grand English interior of c.174o;
only the shallow cove leading into a completely
plain ceiling, together with the imported doorcases
which are stylistically of the 175os, really give the
game away. The success of the deception is the
result of Freeman-Smith's having based much of
the detail on a genuine interior of the period, that of
31 Old Burlington Street, London, premises which
had been taken by Francis Lenygon as a showroom
in 19oy, only three years before the creation of the
Temple Newsam Library. A photograph of the
London room taken in 1949 shows walls similarly
modelled by recessed panels and a characteristic
Palladian chimneypiece
of veined marble surmounted by a carved wood chimneypiece and
overmantel (Plate 2,4). The frieze of the latter, with
its vigorously scrolled brackets, swags of oak
leaves and acorns tied with ribbons centering on a
self-confident shell, clearly provided the inspiration for the boldly carved overmantel in our
Library, while its husk chairs and energetic scrolls
were adapted for the frames of the bookcases.
Robinson, Fisher 5c Harding's catalogue of the
19rr Temple Newsam sale gives a clue as to how
the room was furnished although the fact that there
is no library chair among the items lotted-up in the
room, lots I ryg —12,2.1 (and there were more table
covers than tables) suggests that the majority of the
contents may have been brought in only for the
sale. The main furnishings, however, lots 12,oo—I o
and Ir18-2o, could perhaps have been those used
by the family in the room:
I 2.00

I 2.01

A 6 ft 6 in. ebonized Louis XV. LIBRARY Table, 3
drawers, with brass edges, chased ormolu mounts
and masks, scroll feet, top lined crimson morocco

A roll

of crimson felt carpet

Iror

A mahogany

12.03

A carved

I 2.o4

A mahogany Early English r.-flap Table, on
shaped legs with carved ball-and-claw feet

revolving open Bookcase

mahogany pole Fire Screen, tapestry
panel with bouquet of flowers, in carved frame

1105 A ditto folding-top Card Table, on 4 shaped legs
with club feet, carved shell ornaments

r7

zz The Edwardian Library after the dispersal of its contents
branch gas light fittings are visible on the wall-brackets

jf r~

z3 The Edwardian Library today

in the i 9zz, sale. The original three-

Ir06

A stuffed-over Easy Chair
damask and extra covers

in floral

I 2.07 A square-shaped
Easy Chair,
cushions, and extra covers

crimson

r loose seat

I 2.o8

A winged

I 2,09

The companion Chair

I 2.I 0

A mahogany

I2.I8

A pair of embroidered Banner Screens and a pair
of silk tapestry ditto

12. I 9

Four Banner Screens with brass holders

Easy Chair, stuffed and covered in
striped rep, on shaped mahogany legs, and extra
covers

sarcophagus
border and feet

Wine Cooler, carved

I2.2.0 Two Footstools, tops in needlework,
wood stands

and 6 gilt

The inventory drawn up by Messrs Hollis Bc Webb,
on I9 September I9zz, a few weeks after the sale,
amplifies this list somewhat:
Oil painting 'Portrait of Duke of Marlborough'ir
Kneller
A ditto

'Portrait of Mrs Meynell Ingram'

ditto

'Portrait of Prince Maurice'
'Battle Scenes'fter Borgognone

pair do

G.

The window seating as planned to bay and the cushions
in cretonne.
Pair of gilded 3 light gas pedestals in the form of urns with
candle brackets attached.

of II2,4 unspecified miscellaneous books
was enumerated on the shelves.
After the purchase of the house by the City of Leeds
the interior is shown in the rare photograph (Plate
2,2,). The later vicissitudes of the room, up to the
point where the recent restoration became increasingly desirable, can be summarized briefly. In I945
Philip Hendy reported that he had removed the
brackets and swags, and repainted the west wall to
hide the damage. The room was next repainted in
I949—50 (as recorded in the Annual Report):
colour transparencies
taken during the I95I
Chippendale exhibition show bluish walls above a
green dado. Not many years after that, in I 957—
58,
the walls were lightened to a duck-egg blue colour
above a white dado and, perhaps at the same time,
the bookshelves were boarded over, their shelves
removed, and the lower parts of those on the east
wall were converted into glazed showcases for the
display of ceramics and silver. These colours were
also short-lived for in I965 the room was again
repainted in order to receive the celebrated HareA total

24 Chimneypiece and overmantel in the front room,
3 I Old Burlington Street, London. The house was
Lenygon's showroom and many of its early-Georgian
details were reproduced in the Edwardian Library at
Temple Newsam
Photo A. F. Kersting

wood Library Writing Table acquired at auction
that year. This time the upper walls became a deep
buff and the dado a pale grey. A more fundamental
change was the painting out of the gold enrichment
on all the mouldings: it may have been felt that they
would compete with the ormolu mounts of the
writing table. In the period of little more than
twenty years since then the whole approach to

historic houses has changed utterly so that today
the insertion of showcases into bookshelves, and
the negation of the very purpose of the room and its
architectural qualities, seem strangely misguided.
the anomalies created, the
So. notwithstanding
decision was taken to restore the library to its
Edwardian splendour.'2
In the uniquely-skilled hands of the decorators,
Hesp 5c Jones of Beningbrough near York, the job
a matter of
proved surprisingly straightforward
reinstating shelves in the bookcases, recreating
'Lenygon's green'nd putting the gold back where
it belonged. 'Lenygon's green'as
originally
achieved by stippling with a translucent green glaze
over an off-white undercoat (as pointed out by
Oliver Ford, the last surviving member of Lenygon
and Morant
as the firm has been since x9zgwho visited Temple Newsam in October x 986) but
the high proportion of oil in the glaze, together
with atmospheric pollution, had led to the unsightly yellowing and darkening of the colour
where it had survived in the bookcases. So the new
colour was stippled over a pale green undercoat,
leaving a strip of the original paint surface behind
the top row of books in the central case.
The two pairs of swags and the pair of brackets
were retrieved from the various parts of the house
to which they had been removed in the xxt4os,
restored to their proper positions and decorated
with the room. It has even been possible to reinstate
the original door furniture, just visible in the old
photograph. Then the room was refurnished with
some of Temple Newsam's finest mid-x 8th century
furniture displaying classical influence, from the
pair of mahogany settees made to a design by
William Kent in x73x to the Harewood Library
Writing Table, Thomas Chippendale's masterpiece
of 4o years later. This seems to stand perfectly
happily in this early-Georgian style interior. With
the generous help of The Brotherton Trust, the
shelves have been filled with handsomely-bound
periodicals of appropriate character, most of them
discarded recently from the Library of the House of
Lords.

NOTES
The numbers in square brackets are the room numbers on the
fold-out plan accompanying the reprint of the x gog Temple
Newsam inventory (Leeds Arts Calendar, 99—xoo (x 987) ).
The Victorian chapel is discussed in the Leeds A r ts Calendar,
no. 6x and its return to a Library in no. 76.
Leeds Arts Calendar, 93 (x983), Pl. 49.
However, Hollis Bc Webb's inventory of Temple Newsam
dated x9 September 192.2, a few weeks after the sale, lists
some of the contents of the Book Room:

—

Unbound Novels, etc.,
Miscellaneous Books.
Domesday Book, folio.
South Australia, unbound.
Kafirs, illustrated, unbound.
Odenwald.
3 parts.
Miscellaneous small books.
The range of brown oak open bookcases.

—

30

4

5

6
7
8

9

xo

xx

xa

a5
x04
4

9
5

The early photographs of the Great Hall show considerable
numbers of books distributed around the room on various
table-top shelves.
Ibid., Figs x3 and x4. Brown's drawing of x767 shows a
square room with canted corners for the doors, matched by a
pair of niches either side of a bay window to the east; his
mullioned window in the south wall could not be made to
align with the chimneypiece on the north wall opposite. Both
of Robert Adam's alternative designs show a simple rectangular space with the chimneypiece on the west wall. Carr's
designs have not survived.
Leeds Arts Calendar,99 —xoo (x987), 33.
Leeds Arts Calendar, 98 (x986), Pl. 13.
Anthony Wells-Cole Historic Paper Hangings, Temple
Newsam, Leeds, x983, no. xx.
Later annotations, usually by Mrs Meynell Ingram, are
placed in square brackets.
Leeds Arts Calendar, 93 (x983), Pl. 44.
Ralph Freeman-Smith apparently worked for Lady Cholmondeley in London and may have worked for her brother
at Houghton Hall in Norfolk (information from Lady
Cholmondeley via John Cornforth). Lenygon gc Morant
preserve, in their London offices, two Royal Warrants. The
first, of King George V, in the names of Ralph FreemanSmith, Henry Lenygon and Herbert Hall Mulliner, extended
from x January xgx5 until the King's death in x938. The
second, of King George VI, named Ralph Freeman-Smith
alone and ran from June x938 until Freeman-Smith's death
in February x94o. (Information kindly supplied by Oliver
Ford of Lenygon 8c Morant).
These may originally have been elsewhere in the house but
the reference to them, in the x938 Pictures and Furniture
exhibition catalogue, is ambiguous.
The main anomaly is that in the heyday of the Edwardian
Library between x9xa and x9ax the Georgian Library was
occupied by the Chapel.

EDWARD, LORD IRWIN,
AND GIUSEPPE MONTUOLI
A. E. BURBRIDGE

One of the most valued possessions in the Leeds
City Library is a music manuscript which has
interesting connections with Temple Newsam. The
composer of the work was Giuseppe Montuoli

(I 667—I 739) of Lucca.

On the fly leaf is written 'To the Hon. Edward F.
Wood with Frank Kidson's compliments Feb. zo
z9z2.'.'ccording to a pencil note on the cover of
the volume, Kidson purchased it for the princely
sum of 7s. on t6 February r9o6. One can only
speculate how he came to possess it; he may have
acquired it from one of the sale rooms or secondhand bookshops he frequented. Nor is there any
indication how or when it came into the possession
of the Leeds Library, but it was probably in z92,2.
when Temple Newsam became the property of the
City of Leeds: it was listed as being in the Picture
Gallery in the house in Hollis 5c Webb's inventory
of the contents on r 9 September 192.2..
At the front of the volume Kidson has written his
own description of the work and its composer:
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This ms. has been written by and presented to his
patron Lord Irwin by Giuseppe Montuoli of Lucca r 7o6.
It is in the original Italian binding with the old gold end
papers and ornamental pricked gold edges. Montuoli
was born at Lucca in r 667 and died there in Nov. r 739.
In r
was organist at the Cathedral at Lucca.

68'e

Edward Machel Ingram succeeded his father in
r7o2, when he became yth Viscount Irwin at the
age of fifteen. That same year he went up
to Cambridge and clear evidence of his musical
abilities is provided by a letter from John Haccius,
his governor at Christ's College, to the steward at
Temple Newsam (2.6 January z7o3):
Besides my Lord has a music master upon the Harpsicall, which music he begun so soon as he came in
Cambridge gt: plays already very prettily

After two years at Cambridge, Edward embarked on his Grand Tour in r7oq, planning to
attend foreign universities, learn languages and
develop self assurance and judgement. Musical
talent went hand in hand with an eye for paintings.
During his first few months abroad he had bought
six paintings and had his portrait done by Van der
Wilt; by the end of his Tour in z7o7 he had
collected about forty paintings, including the eighteen Marco Riccis still at Temple Newsam. While in
The Hague he acquired musical instruments, as
John Haccius wrote on 2,6 August t 7oy:
I hope you will not think us backward when you
consider that I have bought a couple of the finest
Harpsichords that ever were made for my Lord 5c since
they luckily fell in my way, I could not but please my Lord
in it, who has a great mind to have them. One is a double
instrument, I mean with a double clavier [Le. twomanual], the other a single one and cost both about X3o
tho'hey are worth 66o or go to anybody who loves
musick. They are made of the best master that ever was,
but dead long since.

f

Edward evidently had a discriminating eye, for
the harpsichords were probably by the Ruckers
family of Antwerp.

Travelling south, via Diisseldorf, he reached
Venice, visited Padua and spent some weeks in
Siena, before arriving in Rome in December t7o5.
In February z 7o6 he was back in Siena ('ome does
not agree with my small allowance') and from
March until September z 7o6 he was in Lucca.
Lucca he described as 'one of the prettiest and
dearest towns in all Italy', and he clearly responded
to the country and its people for he wrote, to his
mother,
your ladyship cannot take it ill should I
bring you a pretty Italian Lady Irwin into England
who would charm you by the sweetness of her
manners and language'. Did Edward have his
eye on a pretty Italian soprano and commission
Montuoli to write some cantatas for them to
perform together? This would explain the appearance of Lord Irwin's name on the title page, and the
appropriately romantic Italian texts (see below),
and it may be significant that he stayed in Lucca for
several months. If so, it was to no avail: he returned
without an Italian Lady Irwin and when he died of
smallpox in z7z4 he was still unmarried.
Very little is known of Giuseppe Montuoli's
career around this time. He was Chapel Master of
the Republic from 269m and organist at Lucca
Cathedral from z7r7 until his death in I739. In
r7zo he spent some time in Bologna where he
composed an oratorio Le passioni convinta. He
also composed masses, vespers and hymns for four,
five, eight and ten voices for the Palatine Chapel of
Lucca and for the Holy Cross festivities in Lucca.
The secular works (dramatic plays and cantatas)
were mostly written for the Tasche of 172.3 I7?.6,
2729 ?732, ?735 and z738. The Tasche were
ceremonies held for the election of the magistrates
of the Republic. He also composed music for the
feast of St Cecilia. Some of his music is in the
Biblioteca del Seminario and in the Biblioteca
dell'Istituto Musicale 'Luigi Boccherini'n Lucca.
The nine cantatas, for high voice, are secular and
in
represent a popular form of entertainment
cultured Italian society of the time. Their titles,
translated, read:

'...

z I have a heart that is brought to nought
2 No, dear Lilla
3 To Cloris: The four seasons of the year: (z)
Spring: Spring comes again. (2,) Summer: Now
that from Sirius
(3) Autumn: Hurrah! from
the twisted vine. (4) Winter: Through the
regions of a bitter sky

...

4 Gloomy fate

Never more dare you come near
6 A thousand times you have said to me
7 Beloved face of my beautiful sun
8 I saw the flock

9 Beautiful flowers
Montuoli was a contemporary of Vivaldi, and
the latter's Four Seasons Op. 8 was published in
z72,5, nineteen years after Montuoli's work.
Another interesting item connected with Temple
Newsam Kidson had written on a scrap of paper
found in the Montuoli volume. This is a tune
for two guitars entitled 'Templearranged
newsham'hich he had copied from 'A collection
of forty-four airs properly adapted for one or two
guittars by Thos. Thackray of York,
has added a note: 'The guitar above
mentioned was a very short wire stringed instrument and music was nearly always written in C for
it as that key seemed to be easiest for
Thackray was born in York in z7z 7.
J. W. Knowles in his History of York Musicians,
Vol. z, z924, gives the following information
regarding him: 'He was a wholesale and retail
linendraper and haberdasher and was one of His
Majesty's Band of Music. In z778 he was elected
councillor for Micklegate. He was a composer of
minutes and country dances in honour of local
personages; one is entitled "temple newsham". Mr
F. Kidson arranged to have it performed at the old
English Fete held at that ancient Mansion on July
c.z77o.'idson

it.'homas

24th

t9o9.'OTES

r Frank Kidson was born in Leeds in r 8 5 S. Although largely
self-taught in music, he became an authority on early English
music generally and folksong in particular, contributing
articles to the leading periodicals and writing more than four
to edition of Grove's Dictionary of
hundred for the r9o4 —
Mustc and Musicians. He also became expert on the history
of British music publishers, printers and engravers, and
accumulated a large library; the 9,ooo items now in the
Mitchell Library in Glasgow include many rare works: a
copy of Purcell's Orpheus Bntannicus r698 —r7oz,; Playford's Whole book of psalms r yr 9; W. Thomson's Orpheus
Caledonius rya6; Thomas Campion's Art of descant r679;
Christopher Simpson's A compendium of practical musick
r 662; and many collections of country dances and Scottish
dance music. Kidson, with his brother, also published
Historrcal notices of the Leeds Old Pottery in t 89'. He died
in

1926.

Alberto Cavalli,
Musicale 'Luigi
Boccherini't Lucca taken from Giusta Storia della Musica
in Lucca, Lucca rggo.
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